
VODAFONES INTERNATIONAL STRATEGY

This report contains a background on Vodafone's international strategy to date, a. backgrounder on Vietnam, and a
discussion of strategic, financial, HR, and.

Advising Vodafone on its international strategy How can Vodafone derive increased value from its
international portfolio of businesses? Sky Huvard, Matt Wentz. It is also strongest where Vodafone is able to
offer close technological integration. Vodafone wanted technological leadership in the mobile telephony
industry. Due to the highly saturated western European market this has resulted in increase in the price
elasticity of demand with consumers continuously becoming price oriented. So, if most of the benefits of scale
in wireless telecom exist at the level of the nation state, where are the benefits from cross-border operation? At
the same time though, it implicitly imposed a centralized operational structure for the group, nominating the
UK headquarters as the leading business unit running a much centralized marketing and handset procurement
at group level. Moreover the company has undertaken its first steps in establishing strategic alliances to
develop customized solutions for end-users. Where does Vodafone have the best opportunities for establishing
competitive advantage? It can offer International roaming facility more than any network in the world. Major
brands are exploiting the price sensitivity of customers and in this way they are building a stronger image and
presence in the market. Vodafone's market power would be increased by being able to block competitors
through multipoint competition. Vodafone formed a strategic alliance in the United States with Bell Atlantic
that would use the same digital technology as Vodafone Air Touch and it would be the largest mobile
telecommunications company in the US. During the last two financial years, the Group has also entered into
arrangements with network operators in countries where the Group does not hold an equity stake. They owned
45 percent of the company giving them a high potential for profits. The most important single factor is
probably market shareâ€”the key to cost advantage is this business. This combined with the upcoming
European legislative measures is expected to limit further the tariffs the network providers imposing further
need for price cuts which could harm the bottom line profitability of the company. How to cite this page
Choose cite format:. This could further be enhanced to avoid being a late-entrant in this new method of
distribution which offers access to a wide potential customer base. The company grew through a process of
acquisitions of national telecommunications companies rather than organic growth. Vodafone recently
announced two new partnerships, one with supermarket group ASDA to launch an ASDA-branded mobile
service in the UK, and another with electrical retailer DSG International to provide mobile solutions to mobile
solutions to small businesses. Are there any businesses that Vodafone should divest? By buying a competitor
off the market Vodafone could gain their entire market share and 5 eliminate the risks associated with rivalry
that had been present between the two companies. Three points worthy of mention: Emphasis on global
standardization may constrain adaptation to local market conditions. These related diversifications would
increase Vodafone's economies of scope by sharing activities and transferring core competencies. Lack of
agility The potential synergies from product diversification may be greater than those from geographical
diversification. They describe the way Vodafone people are expected to behave within the business, to help
turn our vision to reality. Financially, Vodafone is strong and is able to invest heavy amount in the world. Sky
Huvard, Matt Wentz Vodafone had recently expanded internationally through an alliance with Bell Atlantic, a
merger with Air Touch, and several acquisitions. The expanding boundaries of the market could provide
further opportunities by allowing Vodafone to enter more aggressively into fixed line service and to better
enjoy the benefits of its high investment in 3G technology. It gave Vodafone an easy way to expand to North
America with low barriers to entry since Air Touch was already the leader in that market. By acquiring
Mannesmann Vodafone would be able to gain cost advantages as well as gain market share and market power
in Europe.


